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Online Workshop Presenters

- Dr. Susan Sunbury, Educational Researcher and Project Manager, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, ssunbury@cfa.harvard.edu
- Dr. Gerhard Sonnert, Senior Research Scientist, Harvard University

Recording of the Online Workshop on Vimeo

- https://vimeo.com/nisenet/stemid2023

Online Workshop Links and Resources

- Jamboard Activity During Workshop: https://jamboard.google.com/d/1uJXud17k4zrePqIHMbkoUxEP0DmHuPGuSb3Ij0Cpdr8/viewer?pli=1
- National Girls Collaborative Project (NGCP) webinar recordings and resources (a more in depth exploration of the out-of-school time data)

Staying Connected to the NISE Network

- Upcoming NISE Net online workshops: https://www.nisenet.org/events
- Subscribe to the monthly newsletter: https://www.nisenet.org/newsletter
- Follow #nisenet on social networking: https://www.nisenet.org/social
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